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radiated in transmitting froma vertical wire antenna are shown
in Fig. 159, page 297. Most of the other types of antennas
ordinarily used have directional properties, at least to some
extent. The inverted L antenna has a con siderable directional
effect. An inverted L antenna with a long, low top (Fig. 173-C),
such as are often found at large stations, has a marked
directional effect, as shown by the directional characteristic in
Fig. 173-0. The length of the line I drawn from the central point A
in any t 0 direction indicates the strength of the current received
from a transmitting sta- tion located in that direction. It will be
FIG--I56 noted that the inverted L transmits and 5l-5 -RT1-receives best in the direction opposite to : LN2H1;AmD: f, that in
which the antenna top points. The multiple-tuned antenna, as
shown in...
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